ABSTRACT
We tend to worry about the biases of politicians when the topic is their perceived constitutional authority. And such a cautious approach makes sense. If one had read a few years ago, for instance, that a prominent Republican senator claimed that President Obama engaged in a power grab of historic proportions, we might tend to discount such information.
2 Correspondingly, if a Democratic politician now claims that either President Trump's use of presidential orders to shape policy or his position on his war authority is unprecedented, we might be wary. 3 Both sides, we might assume, have incentives to exaggerate the relevant scope of their constitutional authority. And they might also have incentives to exaggerate the extent to which those on the other side might have overstepped the bounds of their authority.
In the United States, we have a ready template for assessing what positions we think the various political actors are likely to stake out regarding presidential power. We invariably expect the logic of "institutional flip flops" to kick in and for political players to reverse instrumentally their constitutional preferences at key electoral moments. 4 And this belief is hardly of recent vintage in American politics. About seventy years ago, a political commentator observed:
It might be argued that either party's support for the executive depends less upon ideology than upon the question of which party's leader occupies the White House. Democrats, in other words, will support executive power as long as a Democrat is in office, but will revert to the assertion of legislative supremacy when the President is a Republican.
5
But what if the politicians we expect to have certain biases make choices or statements that cut against the grain of their perceived constitutional biases? What if, for instance, the Obama administration announced in 2015 that its constitutional authority to engage in certain military actions in Syria was constitutionally constrained by Congress? Or if then House Speaker Boehner declared that President Obama ought to have more flexibility to engage in military actions without congressional oversight? And what if the President's co-partisans largely think his power should be constrained, but the political opposition wants it to be expanded?
These questions are hardly rhetorical. Both historical and contemporary illustrations of such constitutional reversals abound. It was President Eisenhower's fellow Republicans in the Senate, for instance, who sought to curtail the executive branch's treaty power by spearheading the Bricker Amendment, while it was Democrats in the Senate who came to Eisenhower's defense. It was congressional Republicans who fought hard to expand President Clinton's fast track authority to enter trade agreements in the 1990s, and it was President Clinton's fellow Democrats that doomed it. Similarly, President Obama's power to enter into trade agreements in recent memory was defended by Republicans, while such power came under attack from the left flank of his own party.
In the examples illustrated above, we might reasonably infer that in going against the grain of one's institutional biases, the politicians are providing valuable epistemic information about their perceived constitutional authority. Indeed, there is a rich scholarly tradition that discusses the value to voters of exploiting "Nixon Goes to China Effects," 6 where we can be expected to be confident in the "truth" of a politician's statement if such a statement goes against the politician's bias. 7 We do not think that such "cut against the grain" information from biased politicians might necessarily be credible because of the goodwill or superior intellectual judgment of the politician. On the contrary, we are likely to be more confident in the veracity of such claims because we think the politician would only advance such views after having exhausted her/his options to interpret their authority in a biased way. In other words, we might assume that if there was any way that President Obama could claim an expansive view of his constitutional authority during wartime, he would. And if there is any way that President Trump could interpret his authority to be as wide as possible in immigration policy, he would. Thus, we might think that having explored all plausible avenues from the White House Le- Observers of recent war powers debates might be forgiven for believing our normal political discourse has been turned on its head. A few years ago, we witnessed what appeared to be unusually pronounced and perhaps prolonged outbreak of the Nixon Goes to China Effect. Republicans, it would appear, had become solicitous of giving more foreign affairs authority to a president they disliked. And Democrats had become more wary of extending authority to an apparently well-liked co-partisan in White House.
Take, for instance, what happened in February 2015. In seeking congressional authorization to fight the Islamic State (ISIS) in Syria and Iraq, President Obama included language constraining his authority that was not demanded by Congress. More specifically, his proposal would limit operations to three years unless Congress extended them, and it would rule out "enduring offensive ground combat operations." Thus, going against the grain of what one would expect from wartime presidents, President Obama sought to have Congress play a concrete role in managing the use of force, and also sought to expressly limit the scope of engagement by disavowing a role for ground combat troops. Obama for seeking to constrain his authority, 9 while his fellow Democrats in Congress criticized the same proposal for giving him too much flexibility. 10 Unable to muster a majority coalition from Republicans who thought his requested authority to engage ISIS was too timid, or from Democrats who thought it was too broad, the request for authorization eventually collapsed.
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What is the reasonable bystander or voter supposed to do in this situation? What kind of inference is one supposed to draw when almost every relevant political actor seems to be staking out positions on their constitutional authority that run against the grain?
Sir James Steuart, the eighteenth-century Scottish political theorist, bemoaned the possibility of making informed policy judgments if everyone abandoned their self-interested biases. An outbreak of such high-minded behavior, he argued, could undermine the ability of leaders to govern effectively:
Were miracles wrought every day, the laws of nature would no longer be laws; and were everyone to act for the public, and neglect himself, the statesman would be bewildered . . . . were a people to become quite disinterested: there would be no possibility of governing them. Everyone might consider the interest of his country in a different light, and many might join in the ruin of it, by endeavoring to promote its advantages.
12
Fortunately, for Steuart and the norm of self-interest, there are good reasons to think that our political class has not been overtaken by a fit of altruism. As I shall suggest below, there are perfectly good explanations rooted in political bias and self-interest that might explain the positions staked out by the various actors in the war powers debate over the Islamic State.
The downside, however, is that politicians of all stripes might still have significant wiggle room to manipulate the appearance of not being biased to rich effect. A saving upside is that there may be ways of distinguishing those circumstances when the Nixon Goes to China Effect produces reliable epistemic information about constitutional authority from those when it does not. and confusing-and no one has defined the meaning of 'enduring.' At worst, it is a dangerous loophole that could lead to another large-scale conflict involving tens of thousands of American troops. I cannot and will not support such an AUMF. 
II. HOW THE LOGIC OF NIXON GOES TO CHINA EFFECT CAN BE MANIPULATED
As suggested earlier, we ordinarily expect an argument from a politician about his or her constitutional authority to be credible if it cuts against his or her well-known biases.
This insight can be greatly complicated, however, when actors may be biased on more than one dimension and the other biases are not easily observable. For instance, what happens when the office holder has an institutional bias towards executive branch power that tugs them in one direction, and a policy bias by his or her core constituency that pulls them in the opposite direction? Without clear knowledge of which bias trumps the other, the perception of the Nixon Goes to China Effect can be richly exploited by the office holder and other politicians in problematic and counterintuitive ways. More specifically, they will likely seek to use their declaration against interest on one dimension as leverage to gain credibility that they can then exploit on the other dimension. In its most crude form, the political official may decide that if one has to sacrifice a policy goal to profit from the appearance of fair-mindedness, she may decide to sacrifice the least valuable policy option in her policy portfolio in order to look more credible on more valuable parts of the portfolio.
Recent American history is replete with efforts by politicians who tried to exploit this dynamic to maximum effect. Here, for instance, is Congressman Gingrich imploring his colleagues to expand President Clinton's wartime authority in 1995:
I rise for what some Members might find an unusual moment, an appeal to the House to, at least on paper, increase the power of President Clinton. . . . [T] he American nation needs to understand that as Speaker of the House and as the chief spokesman in the House for the Republican party, I want to strengthen the current Democratic president because he is the President of the United States.
13
But Gingrich's seemingly noble gesture was rebuffed by the House Democrats. They denounced the proposal as a dangerous measure and voted overwhelmingly against it.
14 House Republicans, on the other hand, voted overwhelmingly in support-by a lop-sided margin of 178 to 44-to support the amendment. 14. See, e.g., id. at H5657 (Congresswoman Pat Schroeder (D-Colo.), testifying in opposition to the amendment and warning, "I think the War Powers Act has had an effect, and I think with the demise of the cold war I do not see any reason that we cannot work out a better way to maybe make this better, to maybe make it more efficient, but I am not sure that we need to do it in a haste right now where we just withdraw as members of Congress . . . .").
15. See id. at H5673-5674.
The similarities between the posture of the two parties in 1995 and 2015 is not a coincidence. In both cases, the Democrats preferred to increase constraints on their co-partisan's war powers, while Republicans preferred a measure that would increase flexibility.
But why would such a strategy make sense for both parties? Here is the underlying logic: it is not unusual to see partisan coalitions seeking to expand presidential power on the policy dimension they are perceived to have an advantage even when the opposition occupies the White House. Thus, it might make sense for Republicans to seek to lower constraints on war powers when a Democrat is in the White House. The converse is also true. It is not unusual to have coalitions seeking to constrain presidential authority on an issue dimension in which they perceive the opposition has an advantage, even when their co-partisan is in the White House.
In any event, this particular dynamic allows politicians to manipulate the Nixon Goes to China Effect by acting as if they are acting against their institutional biases, as Gingrich's invocation in the quote above suggests. But in reality, he might have been acting in the direction of his stronger policy biases while pretending that he was sacrificing his institutional biases. Finally, it is also not clear that given the timing of the request that he was even sacrificing his institutional biases. He might have been simply paving the way to expand the institutional authority of a future Republican president.
III. LESSONS FROM THE 2015 REQUEST FOR
AUTHORIZATION AGAINST ISIS President Obama's request for authorization against ISIS presents an opportunity to illustrate a few cautionary notes. Here are some reasons why one ought to be skeptical of politicians appearing to make choices that cut against their biases in order to bolster claims about their constitutional authority:
• When presidents seem open to accepting constitutional (or other institutional) constraints on their actions, they may not be trying to constrain themselves. Instead, they may more likely be trying to constrain future presidents, especially if key members of their coalition would like to constrain future presidents. In President Obama's Request for Authorization against ISIS, for instance, the three-year window in which the president would have to seek reauthorization from Congress would have long expired after President Obama left office. Also, if the president and his coalition have strong preferences not to deploy ground troops, the language limiting ground troops would have operated primarily to constrain a future president who might have different preferences about deploying ground troops.
• When opposition Members of Congress try to insist on more flexibility for the president, they are not likely trying to preserve flexibility for the current president, but to lock in flexibility for a future president from their party. This strategic logic is likely to be pronounced when the flexibility is on an issue in which they have an advantage, and if it comes towards what they believe to be the tail end of the current president's tenure. 16 The converse dynamic is true when the members of the president's party seem to prefer constraints on that president's authority towards the end on his tenure on an issue they may believe plays to the opposing party's base.
In order to correct for manipulations of the Nixon Goes to China effect, we should try to focus on circumstances where the institutional and policy biases of the relevant political actors are aligned. For instance, if House Democrats vote to expand the war powers authority of a Republican president, then the credibility of that information is very high because we think such a move will cut against both their institutional and policy biases. Similarly, a Republican Congress seeking to constrain the war powers authority of a Republican president provides particularly valuable information because it also cuts against their institutional and policy biases.
Similarly, if a prominent right-leaning Libertarian politician or scholar adopts a strong position on constraining presidential war powers during a Republican administration, such information may not be that credible because we may safely assume that the libertarian's policy preferences are likely to trump his/her office holding preferences. However, if a prominent Libertarian academic/politician announces that a Democratic president has the constitutional authority to overhaul and expand healthcare, we may listen closely because it cuts clearly against both the right-leaning libertarian's policy and office holding biases.
IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR HOW OBAMA'S LEGACY ON WAR POWERS MIGHT SHAPE TRUMP'S PRESIDENCY
The claim here is not that valuable constitutional lessons cannot be gleaned from the announcement of the Obama and Trump administrations on war powers. Nor I am suggesting that President Obama's legacy will not help shape the future historical arc of war powers in a significant manner. Instead, the argument is that the Nixon Goes to China logic may allow future politicians to attempt to shape the legacy in instrumental ways.
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A. How Republicans Under President Trump Are Likely to View President Obama's Legacy on War Powers
If President Trump decides to adopt a more hawkish view of war powers than his predecessor, then he and his supporters would prefer that President Obama's legacy be framed in a particular way. Simply put, Trump supporters will prefer that one focuses on Obama's policy biases rather than his institutional biases.
They would prefer to frame the legacy in the following way: Obama was a president who was known to have strong dovish leanings with a visceral dislike for the foreign policy decisions of his predecessor in the White House. Moreover, his writings and speeches before he became president suggested a wariness over executive branch overreach in foreign affairs. So his willingness to act against his policy biases and use force unilaterally against Libya and Syria is a very credible signal about the true scope of presidential authority during wartime. If President Obama believed he had that much authority, the Hawks would argue, then it must be true that he had that much authority (and probably more). Otherwise, why would President Obama have asserted such authority given that his policy biases lie in the opposite direction? Indeed, given his dovish biases, he probably sold himself short, and thus we (the Hawks) might have leeway to expand further the scope of presidential authority during wartime. 17 Indeed, given that President Obama was willing to act unilaterally on these key disputes, President Trump's flexibility to fight the Islamic State or to attack North Korea should even be construed more broadly.
B. How Democrats Under President Trump Are Likely to View President Obama's Legacy on War Powers
On the other hand, a dovish political coalition during the Trump era would prefer to focus on President Obama's perceived institutional biases. As a President, they would argue, Obama had every incentive to expand the scope of war powers during his tenure because of the multiple engagements United States was facing around the World. Indeed, one such engagement involved efforts to tackle the horrible and deplorable Islamic State. Nonetheless, despite these incentives, the president was reluctant to go against ISIS without any constraints on his authority. Therefore, the true legacy of President Obama, the doves would argue, is that presidents should accept that they have significant constraints on their wartime authority. Given that both sides will have plenty of ammunition to confirm their Nixon Goes to China intuitions, it may be that President Obama's true war powers legacy for the Trump era is whatever an intrepid political entrepreneur would be willing to make of it.
